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The Problem

 Rank restaurant chains by food safety compliance

 Inspection reports on the number of major 
violations found during each inspection in 2013
 Data from 5 Canadian cities

 Inspectors use different standards in different cities

 Average food safety levels may be different in different 
cities

 Need to quantify uncertainty



The Dataset (1)

 Data on food safety inspections of 100 of stores of 13 
chains in 5 Canadian cities for 2013

 Approx. 3 inspections per store

 Number of major violations is recorded



The Dataset (2)

 (Very) different rates of violations in different cities
 Rates of “major” violations differ by up to a factor of 4

 Different standards in different cities?

 The numbers for Vancouver were assigned by an 
expert based on narrative inspection reports

 2024 reports for Toronto, 1279 for Calgary, 877 for 
Ottawa, 472 for Vancouver, 118 for Regina



Ranking Chains in a Single City

 For each chain, compute the average/expected number of major 

violations found per inspection

 Standard errors are easily obtained

 Use either linear regression or Poisson regression

Halifax



Combining Data From Multiple Cities

 Data from Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary, Ottawa, and Regina

 The average number of violations per inspection differs by as much 
as a factor of four in different cities

 Inspectors use different standards?

 (Different average levels of compliance?)

Toronto Ottawa Vancouver Calgary



Ranking Measure

• Important to rank using a comprehensible 
measure!

• Rank by the expected number of violations (using 
Toronto standards) in a location of a given chain

• “If I visit a location of chain C, how many 
violations can I expect to encounter?”



Quasi-Poisson Regression:
𝑁𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠~𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(exp 𝑐 + 𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛 + 𝑏𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 )

 Unit of analysis: a single inspection visit

 A random Canadian deciding where to go for 
lunch

 Model the expected number of violations as

 log link fn

 The larger         , the more violations are assigned 
to chain

 The larger       , the more violations inspectors 
assign in city

 They combine multiplicatively, which makes sense     

E ( N violations)= exp(c+ achain+ bcity)

achain

bcity



 Rank by the number of violations that would be 
assigned in Toronto, based on all of the data:

 The same as ranking by 

 “Expected number of violations using Toronto standards”

 Standard errors for the a can be obtained by running 
quasi-Poisson regression on the data
 Enables us to quantify uncertainty in the ranking

 Standard errors adjusted for multiple comparisons using Tukey’s 
Honest Significant Differences 

E ( N violations)= exp(c+ achain+ bcity)

exp(c+ achain+ btoronto)
achain



Report a set of significant differences at 95% confidence


